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Our formal season heads towards a conclusion with next week’s Creative and AV
Competitions, the remaining few guest speakers and our AGM and President’s
Evening. However, the good news is that our season will continue throughout the
Summer recess with a variety of guest speakers, member’s evenings and informal
competitions brought to you through the magic of Zoom. Any pictures entered into
these ‘fun’ summer competitions do not count as an ‘entry’ and may be used in next
season’s competitions.
It is quite surreal to think our lives have been ‘on hold’ now for over a year. When we
held our last meeting at the Methodist Church, back in March 2020, who could have
guessed what the year had in store for us? However, we’ve embraced the
technology, managed to carry on and have even picked up a few new members along
the way. We all look forward to meeting them face-to-face in the not-too-distant
future.
I bet you have all built-up a ‘hit-list’ of places you would like to visit when life returns
to normality and travel is unrestricted. Here’s mine:
• Glasgow – to photograph the Clyde Bridge and other landmarks
• Dublin – to photograph the Samuel Beckett Bridge and various lighthouses
• Birdland – Bourton-on-the-Water
• A restaurant
• The Cotswolds Wildlife Park
• Cotswolds Kemble Airport – where they dismantle and recycle Jumbo Jets
• The beautiful city of Bath
• Radcliffe Camera (Library), Oxford
• Anglesey – South Stack Lighthouse and RAF Valley
• Jersey
• RAF Brize Norton
As I conclude my nineteenth newsletter, I think I have one more up-my-sleeve and
then perhaps it is time to hand over the role to someone else to breathe new life into
our newsletter. Thank you all for your support and for contributing such diverse and
interesting articles. Without your contributions, I suspect we would have had a
periodical packed full of Photoshopped-nonsense, bad jokes and hidden cats. If
anyone fancies picking up the reins, please let me know.
All the berry vest!
Phil Moorhouse LRPS
SPS Newsletter Editor
Calling all members …..

Every Picture
Tells a Story

We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you
would like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke,
a puzzle, a poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all
contributions will be gratefully received at:
phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com
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Putting on the
Style
Mick Schilling

Back in February, we were treated to an evening with Claire Carter, who told us how
we could do things in-camera to mislead the viewer, rather than use post-production
software. One area I noted, not mentioned in much, if any detail, was the use of the
user-definable picture adjustments inside many cameras.
Most modern cameras feature computer processing systems enabling the
photographer to fine-tune the way in which the camera adjusts the images taken.
Please note, this applies to the .JPEG images and not the RAW files. Confusing detail
bit… RAW files will remain as such, the raw unedited image file and will retain all the
data recorded in the image with no adjustments being applied. They may record the
adjustments made by the user definable camera settings though – this enables the
image displayed on the camera screen and even some picture viewer software to look
how you wanted it to look.
Have you ever shot a sunset and loved the image on the screen, yet been disappointed
when you get the RAW image on the computer?
Here I hope to explain this a little….
If we use a sunset scene as an example. Here we are, looking at a wonderful sunset,
beautiful clouds, colours, a reflection and a silhouetted ship-wreck. How best can we
capture what we see, so our images look more like how we see then ourselves at the
time we clicked the shutter?
If your camera can shoot in both raw and jpeg at the same time, set this mode
(RAW+JPEG). It is usually an early item in your camera’s menu system – image quality.
On a Canon it is in the red section, on the first page. Set quality to both RAW and JPEG
if it is available. If not, choose JPEG.
Next look in the settings for ‘Picture style’, ‘Creative style’, ‘Picture effect’, ‘Picture
control’, ‘Picture mode’ etc. These are where you can adjust these definable settings
for things like saturation, contrast, sharpness, colour tint, etc. You may have pre-set
options and you may have user definable ones that you can save for future use, maybe
even more than one.

Central Perspective
A useful compositional idea
is that of Central Perspective.
Its symmetry draws the
viewer’s eye to the centre of
the image. Place the
vanishing point in the centre
of the picture and align the
subjects either horizontally
or vertically.
TIP: Be sure to keep the
horizon level, as shots can be
ruined by a wonky horizon.

As Claire mentioned, cameras will try to look for a light grey equivalent tone as the
default setting, aiming to even out the image to a middle-of-the-road value. Sunsets
are rarely flat in tone or contrast – we want them to pop with colour and vibrance. So,
how can we help this ourselves? In the picture adjustment menu you will be able to
change things like saturation, contrast, detail or sharpness, colour tone, etc. You also
have a white balance setting, which is a good place to find a starting point for the
adjustments. If you use the wrong white balance setting it can have some horrendous
results – shoot outdoors using the tungsten light setting and see how blue the world
becomes! But conversely, what happens if you use cloudy or shade settings for a
sunset? These settings make the image warmer. So, switch to cloudy for sunsets and
look at the image on your camera screen. It should be a little warmer and lift the
oranges? If you have a manual adjuster for white balance, try that to get it just right.
Next go to the picture adjustment menu we looked at earlier and lift the saturation and
the contrast values. These will of course further boost these values. Why not play with
all the settings there and see what these do to the images? (take care with sharpness
though!)
Next, we can look at exposure evaluation, sunsets also work well with a little
underexposure, this can lift detail in the brighter areas and deepen the colours. Once
you understand how these settings work you can get some very pleasing images
straight off the camera with no need to adjust in software. This can save time and effort
and can give a more personal touch to your images; they are not just how the camera
thought you wanted the image to look, you told it how to process the image for you. Try
to take a little time (let’s face it, we are not inundated with social events these days are
we?) and play, save your settings on the camera if you can, or note them down so you
understand how they work.
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Putting on the
Style
(Continued)

Some cameras have finer adjustments such as reds/greens/blues/pinks in the white
balance menu, lighting optimisers, dynamic range adjustment, etc which enable you to
further tune the results to your taste. Others allow you to do all this afterwards (Canon
first blue page bottom item – ‘RAW processing’ - 70d upwards and full frame I think
and possibly other newer models) this means you can play at your leisure in an
armchair with a nice G+T and central heating!
Always read the manual. Always look at every item in the menu of your camera and try
to get to know what it does. Images are free so it is easy to click away and look at the
changes each setting makes.
Remember that the RAW files remains RAW, with no adjustments applied. These
changes only make it onto the JPEG file – so if you can shoot both at the same time,
you can have the best of both worlds.
*Careful – if you are shooting RAW only, all these changes are applied to the
thumbnail image on the camera screen when you shoot, but not to the RAW file.
It may look ok in some software but printed it will be a dull and flat toned raw
file..*
I must admit though, the best sunset images I have taken are usually those done in
JPEG with these adjustments; I find it very hard to get the same effect in post
processing afterwards oddly…
Once we understand these settings we can use them for different situations – things
like motorsport, fairgrounds, flowers and parties can all look more dynamic with some
boosting of colour and contrast. These changes can also help with portraits where it is
important to get skin tones accurate – but as always, don’t overdo it.

Find Boris

Do you remember the challenges the newspapers used to set, where they hid a tiny
character amongst the pages of the publication? This month I challenge you to locate
Boris, the black cat, amongst the pages of our newsletter. This is what Boris looks
like:

ö

Some Unsavoury Facts about the 1500s….
Baths back in the 1500s consisted of a big tub filled with hot water. The man of the
house had the privilege of the nice clean water, followed by the sons, then the
women and finally the children. Last of all the babies, by which time the water was
so dirty you could actually lose someone in it! Hence the saying ‘Don’t throw the
baby out with the bath water’!

Visit us
On-Line!
https://www.shirleyphoto.org

https://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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Photographing
The Milky Way
Tim Hutchin

The Story Behind the Picture
Although astrophotography in the UK is a real challenge because of all the light
pollution, it is possible to produce images of the night sky. Whilst it is possible to do
star trails from city centres (that’s another lesson), you’re only likely to see the Milky
Way in Dark sky areas in the UK such as Pembrokeshire, where this picture was taken.
Milky Way spotting does require some forward planning (otherwise you’ll spend a
whole night out without a sighting). It is most visible from about April until September,
when any moon is below the horizon. In April / May time it is horizontal and you can
get the full arch on the horizon, whilst by August / September it is vertical in the SW.
Stellarium is a useful piece of free software to see when and where in the sky to see
the Milky Way (as well as stars and satellites). You can also get various apps that help
you with everything from camera settings to the exact position of the Milky Way if you
feel so inclined and have the time.
As we’ve heard recently night sky photography is just a form of landscape photography
and thus some foreground interest is essential. You wouldn’t normally take a
photograph of just the sky with nothing else in it. The internet can be a huge help here,
just google Milky Way and your area of choice and see what comes up to give you
some ideas. Trees and old buildings can work well as your imagination needs to.
So having done my research I arrived at
Pentre Ifan burial chamber stones
somewhere in a field in the middle of
nowhere in Pembrokeshire. If you’ve not
been to the area before then make sure
to get there well before sunset to scout it
out. You’ll need to decide on a spot to put
your camera and get familiar with the
site, especially as you’ll be heading back
in the pitch dark.
Fortunately access here was easy (a small car park just 200m walk away on a track)
which made it easy to get the camera set up whilst waiting for the sun to set. In this
instance I used a 10mm lens (on a crop sensor), remove ALL filters, turn off all noise
reduction and anti-shake, set the white balance to around 4000-5000 (depending on
any light pollution) and set to manual mode and shoot in RAW (essential). You will also
need tripod, remote or cable release and head torch. A hand warmer (3 if you want to
keep your hands warm too) and a compass can be handy too (unless you can read the
stars).
Once the sun has set (after a few nice shots of the sun setting between the stones) get
into place and set up the camera on your tripod and frame the shot as best you can.
Focusing, in the dark, is always a challenge, particularly if the foreground interest is
fairly close since at a wide aperture depth of field will be narrow. So, decide if you want
the foreground or stars the sharpest. You can pre-focus your camera in the light and
tape the focus ring to stop it moving (bear in mind on a zoom lens if you change it the
focus point will change). Alternatively, you can focus on an object by shining your torch
on it. In this instance I focused on the stars, knowing where to set my lens beforehand.
Now sit and wait for the Milky Way to appear………………………………..
Open up your lens as wide as it will go and take a test shot, try around ISO-6400 for
15 to 30 seconds. Try to get this bright enough so you can check your framing and
also check your focus is OK. Your camera will see a lot more than your eyes so you
should now see the Milky Way fairly clearly (it all depends on how dark the skies are,
here in Wales it was barely visible to the naked eye, whilst a year earlier in the US
desert it was very clear).
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Photographing
The Milky Way
Tim Hutchin
(Continued)

Now is a good time to use that hand warmer. Condensation on the lens can be a big
problem in night photography and you can easily come back with a bunch of foggy
images. The cheapest option is to put a hand warmer over your lens hood, making sure
not to knock any camera settings. This is more critical for long exposure work such as
star trails. For the Milky Way you can just clean your lens after every shot, but don’t
forget.
Time again for a few more test shots, this time aiming to get a good exposure for the
night sky. Be sure to use a remote or cable release, if not you can put the camera on
a 2 second delay. For the Milky Way you need to avoid star trails so will want an
exposure of 20-30 seconds. Adjust your ISO to get this. If possible, you want to keep
the ISO at 1600 or less – above this the stars tend to become all white whilst in reality
many are red or blue.
Be sure to check the histogram- the image can look very bright in the dark. Snap away
until you get a good shot of the Milky Way. Bear in mind it does move but you’ll probably
have a few hours of it.
Once you’re happy with setting and shots of the Milky Way it’s time to think about your
foreground interest. You have two options here. 1- you can just turn up the ISO and
exposure time (you can also turn noise reduction back on) to get the foreground as you
want it and then blend the two shots (sky and foreground) in Photoshop. This also
allows you to adjust your focus onto the foreground.
Alternatively, you can go for the option
I chose here and that is to use light
painting. Whilst taking your 20-30
second picture for the sky, start wafting
your head torch around to light up your
foreground. This does take some trial
and error and is easy to overdo.
Sometimes lighting from the side can
be more effective, so put the camera
on a 12 second delay to allow you to
get into position.

The unprocessed RAW, 10mm, ISO-800, f3.5, 30 secs

Once you’re finished, or have just had enough/are getting cold or hungry pack up
(checking for that black lens hood in the pitch dark) and head home.

Post-processing in Photoshop
As you can see from the RAW shot, I
managed to get the foreground nicely lit
and the stars are small dots but the Milky
Way is only just visible. So, you do need
some post processing here. There are
plenty of videos on YouTube and if you
want to be really particular you can spend
several hours on it. I prefer something a bit
more basic. In essence you are going to
create two images to blend together,
despite taking just the one.
First get an image that has a good
foreground, which in this case involved
very little processing.
Next the sky. This will depend on how bright the Milky Way was and what effect you
want. Try increasing the exposure a little, not too much. You can also try tweaking the
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highlights and whites up and the blacks and shadows down. Of course, you may want
to adjust the white balance which is why you must shoot in RAW. The biggest effect
you’ll see is with clarity- whack this up to full and so many more stars will appear, you’ll
be amazed (this is a useful thing to try on any night sky, so many stars will magically
appear).
Now you just need to tweak the Milky Way itself a bit further. Do an oval selection of
the area around the Milky Way, or create a layer mask, with a big feather on it. This
allows you to adjust only the Milky Way. There are all sorts of adjustments you can
make but I find the best (and quickest) to try on this selection are some of the Nix filterstonal contrast, detail extractor or high key. When the galactic centre is clear there’s
quite a bit of colour, mostly red, which you might want to bring out, pictured left.
Once you’re happy with the sky it’s time to blend in your interesting foreground. Here I
find the light painting version is better as it won’t be too dissimilar from your sky. If you
have a much brighter area of foreground, blending it to a black sky can be tricky.
Finally, when you’re happy with your picture you might want to do a bit of noise
reduction and sharpening.

Roy’s
Ramblings
Roy Buckle

Memories of a Designer / Project Manager
It was the late 1960s. I had been given the job of redesigning an old factory in West
Bromwich. The New factory was to produce plastic bottles for Robinsons Drinks. The
brief was to try to reuse any facilities that were serviceable to cut down the cost. The
factory had to have a 100psi steam supply and 2 new boilers were costed in. However,
there was an enormous old Lancashire boiler with a 100ft high Brick chimney. I got the
insurance company to conduct an inspection, which it passed, but they recommended
cleaning the flue ways, but not the chimney. I found an old company that specialised
in flue cleaning. I arranged a site meeting and the access to the horizontal concrete
flue was by 2 steel doors each 6ft x 3ft and ½” thick which were removed. The flu ran
some 30ft and was 12ft wide x 3ft deep with thick soot deposits.
The Director of the cleaning company arrived and pulled up next to the access in an
old Rolls Royce Phantom with a chauffeur, complete with uniform and cap, and riding
boots! Most impressive. He got out, opened the rear door and a small immaculate
grey-suited man got out. He said he would carry out the inspection. The chauffeur got
a case from the boot, from which came with four legs. He sat this down and a mat to
stand on. The small man stood still on the mat and was dressed as you see Matadors
being dressed. Coat removed then shoes. Out of the case came a white boiler suit,
then white wellingtons were added, a white hard hat with lamp, then finally he held both
arms forward and white gloves were snapped on. We were all so impressed. He then
went over to the flue sat on the side, switched on the light and jumped down to the floor
of the flue…..
ö which echoed up the flue and the ground
There was a piercing scream, Agghhhhhh!!!..!
opened and closed on him and he vanished from sight. Suddenly his head and flailing
arms appeared, only to disappear again a few seconds later as the ground swallowed
him up again. Fortunately, two of my men dashed forward, and when he again
appeared, grabbed his arms and pulled him from the flue onto the ground. Everyone
was transfixed and no words were spoken as the chauffeur bundled him into the back
of the Rolls and drove him away.

What had happened was the Flue was 12ft DEEP and 12ft wide, it had 9ft of water in
it with soot floating on the top, which looked solid(!) until you jumped into it! At the time
it was so funny, but the poor guy could have drowned. Now before I jump down
anywhere, I always throw a stone onto the ground below. Finally, we pumped out the
water and cleaned the flue and as far as I’m aware still produce Robinsons Bottles.
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Competition
Results

Open Competition (Number 3)
Judged by Peter Fry from the comfort of his home in Devon, here are the highlights:

1st Group 1
‘Hurricane Take-off’
Kevin Watts

3rd Group 1
‘Winnie’
Jenny Ladbrooke

2nd Group 1
‘Gibson Les Paul’
Chris Lee

Free Antivirus
Software
Total AV

https://www.totalav.com

Bitdefender
https://www.bitdefender.com

3rd Group 2

Avast

‘Butter Cap’
Tony Dyson

https://www.avg.com

Avira

https://www.avira.com

1st Group 2
‘Orange Tip on Myosotis’
Jolanta B Axon

Panda Security
https://www.pandasecurity.com

Sophos
https://home.sophos.com

2nd Group 2
‘Cygnet’
Tony Dyson
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Competition
Results
(continued)

1st Group 3

3rd Group 3

‘Urban Sparrowhawk Making a Kill’
Sue Pearmain

‘Who’d be a Parent?!’
Jane Roby

2nd Group 3
‘Drift Car Fuel Leak’
Mick Schilling

Themed Competition (‘Corrosion’)
This year’s theme of ‘Corrosion’ was expanded to encapsulate anything to do with
decay, dereliction, ageing, decay,…. anything grotty!

Competition
Entries
Perhaps the trickiest part of
the role of Competition
Secretary is keeping track of
images entered twice. The
rules state that the same
image may be entered twice
in a season with a few
exceptions. The ‘fun’
competitions like the Xmas
Knockout, Six Prints or
FourPics do not count as an
‘entry’, and images included
as part of a panel may be
entered on their own twice.
The same image should not
be entered with two
different titles. This helps the
Competition Secretary to
keep tabs on repeats. Also,
images entered in previous
seasons are not eligible to be
re-entered a second time. It
helps to keep a diary of what
you have entered as the
season progresses.

2nd Group 1
‘A Dying Flame’
Jenny Ladbrooke

1st Group 1
‘Reflections of Rust’
Aileen Nock

3rd Group 1
‘Our Corrosive World’
Jenny Ladbrooke
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More
Competition
Results
All of our competition results are
available at:
https://www.shirleyphoto.org/index.php
/galleryparent/comp-results

1st Group 2
‘Forgotten Fruit’
Tony Dyson

2nd Group 2
‘Corrosive Society’
Tony Dyson

3rd Group 2
‘Fishing Gear’
Patrick Reynolds

1st Group 3
‘The Old Cart’
Dave Venables

Balance
Balance (from the Latin
‘bilancis’ meaning pair of
scales) suggests equilibrium
of weights or forces. An
object or objects precariously
balanced can provide an
exciting photo opportunity.
TIP: Try shooting collection
of cups balanced
precariously.

2nd Group 3
‘Reclaimed by the Desert’
Sue Pearmain

3rd Group 3
‘The Old Time Music Hall’
Chris Mallett
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Midphot
2021
Results

We enjoyed considerable success at Midphot this year, with 6 members gaining acceptances:
Mick Schilling

11 acceptances including a ribbon

Sue Pearmain

11 acceptances including a ribbon

Jolanta Axon

8 acceptances

Chris Mallett

3 acceptances including an HC

Hazel Lane

1 acceptance

Rosie Thompson 1 acceptance.
Congratulations to all and thank you for entering.

Photofolio
2021

The following images have been selected as our entry to Photofolio, the MCPF inter-club
exhibition.
Nature

Black Veined White
False Heath Fritillaries
Large Red Damselfly
Greater Kestrel at Sunset
Zebra Landing
Urban Sparrowhawk Making Kill
Zebra Foal
Cheetah Cub with Remains of Thomson’s Gazelle
Painted Lady Emerging
Banded Demoiselle on Campion
Soldier Beetle on Lookout Duty
Mayfly on Cane
Bull Elephant Stripping Bark
Grizzly Bears Swimming to Safer Ground
Red Squirrel

Tim
Tim
Tim
Christine
Christine
Susan
Susan
Susan
Jane
Mick
Mick
Mick
Jane
Jane
David

Hutchin
Hutchin
Hutchin
Mallett
Mallett
Pearmain
Pearmain
Pearmain
Roby
Schilling
Schilling
Schilling
Storer
Storer
Venables

Colour

Pentre Ifan Burial Chamber
Lockdown Reflections
The Dying Flame
Winnie
Gibson Les Paul
Trees in the Snow
Station Bench with a View
Identity Parade
Sparkling Wine
Lost in Thought
Supper Time
Girl on Bench
Drift Car Fuel Leak
Denthead Rain
Heading out to Visit Grandma

Tim
Tim
Jenny
Jenny
Chris
Christine
Val
Phil
Phil
Susan
Susan
Jane
Mick
Mick
Mick

Hutchin
Hutchin
Ladbrooke
Ladbrooke
Lee
Mallett
Manning
Moorhouse
Moorhouse
Pearmain
Pearmain
Roby
Schilling
Schilling
Schilling

Mono

Theo
Sisters behind the Voile
Bright Eyed
Antelope Canyon
Damselfly
On the Window Ledge
Stormy Staircase
Coventry Cathedral
Door Step Conversation
Holly for Sale
Night Time in the Souk
The Potter
Growing with the Flow
Trebarwith Mist
Roar

Jolanta
Jolanta
Jolanta
Tim
Tim
Jenny
Christine
Phil
Susan
Susan
Susan
Jane
Mick
Mick
David

Axon
Axon
Axon
Hutchin
Hutchin
Ladbrooke
Mallett
Moorhouse
Pearmain
Pearmain
Pearmain
Roby
Schilling
Schilling
Steele
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Forthcoming
Events

Leicester Photographic Exhibition 2021
Online From 14th May 2021 for one month
Entry form and details: www.landlps.org.uk

South Birmingham PS Exhibition 2021

Online 8th May 2021
http://southbirminghamphotographicsociety.co.uk/exhibition

Photofolio 2021

Online Wednesday 9th June – 12th June

Every Picture
Tells a
Story
This month’s picture
by Martin Thompson

Stop me if you’ve heard this one….
I’ve just come back from a holiday of a life-time…. never again!

